SAMPLE SPECIFICATION
SUMMARY
The glass operable wall will be Glas-Stax Fineframe supplied by
Lotus Folding Walls & Doors Pty Ltd, Tel: [03] 9771 8200.
These will consist of top supported, manually operated panels that can
be moved into place and linked together to form a secure, weatherresistant closure.

1. PANELS AND GLASS
The panels will be Fineframe with 6.38mm laminated safety glass
to meet AS1288 and will incorporate 65mm wide slides and 40mm
wide rails.

2. STACKING
When the glass operable wall is opened, the panels will be stacked
in an endfold layout – opening out. Suspension shall be single
point with a bottom guide. Endfold panels shall be hinged in
discrete pairs for ease of use.

3. CLOSURE
The glass operable wall will incorporate a single action jamb hung
hinged door – opening out. The door is to incorporate a narrow
lever handle. Handles shall be standard polished stainless steel.

4. WEATHER RESISTANCE
The Fineframe Glas-Stax wall shall have a water penetration
resistance of 250 Pa and shall have a full perimeter frame with a
sill fitted.

5. THERMAL EFFICIENCY
The glass operable wall shall have the following thermal
performance:
U - 6.2 / SHGC - 0.63 / Vt - 0.68 / Air Infiltration - 1.0

6. FINISHES
6.1	Glass shall be clear.
6.2	Rails and endcaps shall be matt natural anodised to 25
microns.
6.3	Head track shall be matt natural anodised to 25 microns.
6.4	Sill and jambs shall be matt natural anodised to 25 microns.

7. ACCESSORIES

Design by Woods Bagot

7.1	The glass operable wall shall be able to be latch locked
from the inside and key locked from the outside.

8. CUSTOMER CARE
8.1	The supplier is required to provide a handover to the end
user and conduct training on the use of the Lotus Doors.
8.2	The supplier will provide a 1 year warranty against
manufacturing and installation defects.
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INTRODUCTION
This brochure is designed so you can make the most
of our quality Glas-Stax glass operable wall systems
to deliver maximum value to your project.
Whether you are deciding on stacking layouts or
weather resistance factors, each section of this
brochure details your options with the ‘real world’
benefits explained.
Glas-Stax connects indoor and outdoor spaces with
ease and has been specifically developed for the
Australian climate, applications and architecture.
It is suitable for projects from homes through to
commercial environments and is designed with
strength and weather-resistance in mind.
As energy efficiency of building envelopes becomes
more important we are offering products that have
the traditional Glas-Stax features but are also
thermally efficient. This can create huge cost savings
to energy bills.
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CUSTOMER CARE
Lotus are proud to be ‘Australian made and owned’
and have been the supplier of choice for School and
Retail spaces. We are also proud of the quality of
service we give, from design consultation to final site
installation and handover.
We invite you to use this brochure as a specification
tool. Using the back cover flap as a guide, just follow
the brochure from front to back.
Please contact our state sales offices if you require
further assistance.
We would love to help you.

WARRANTY

SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

Lotus QA system submits every panel to an Inspection and Test Plan.
Track and trolley systems give lifetime performance. Lotus offer a
1 year warranty on all walls installed by Lotus staff (or authorised
representatives) or an additional warranty of 5 years is available
for purchase.

Attending to a service call-out matters to us as much as installing
a new wall. Lotus has an excellent reputation for a quick response
in such situations. A maintenance service is also available for larger,
complex installations. Additionally, Lotus offer a 3 year Preventative
Maintenance Agreement to protect your investment and ensure
ongoing optimal performance of your Lotus wall system.

MADE TO LAST

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Glas-Stax is designed to operate in the most demanding environments.
Only the highest grades of materials, such as 316 stainless steel, are
used in our systems and all finishes are to a marine grade standard.

Lotus is continually updating and improving product features so details
in this brochure may change over time.

MOVING EASILY

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

Lotus offer a variety of track and trolley combinations to give maximum
ease of use for all layouts and applications. Thoughtful touches, such
as integrated hinge-handles and stile-bolts, ensure that there are
convenient ‘grab points’ on the panels.

At Lotus we are committed to minimising our greenhouse gas
emissions, water usage, promoting effective waste management and
considering the sustainability of the materials we use (for example
recycled aluminium and FSC certified sustainable timber sources).

CUSTOMER HANDOVER
Once the project is completed and the tenants have moved in, Lotus’
policy is to call back, demonstrate the use of the wall and leave printed
instructions. A quality post-check is done and the architect/builder
receives a handover copy.
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Architecture by Garry Rodd
Interior Design by Edge Design + Interiors

GLAS-STAX FRAMELESS OFFERS A SOPHISTICATED,
CLEAN LOOK WITH GREAT PRACTICAL FEATURES

FRAMELESS
The elegant simplicity of Glas-Stax Frameless
delivers uninterrupted views and a truly
sophisticated architectural style.

• Minimal 85mm square rails

Glas-Stax Frameless also offers industry leading
weather resistance for the ultimate in
indoor-outdoor flexibility.

• Typical maximum height is 3600mm* from the finished floor level
to underside of track

• Distinctive clean lines
• Suitable for 10mm, 12mm, 15mm or 19mm thick glass

• Opening width limited only by available structural support
• Anodised or powdercoated finishes
• Rails mechanically fix to the glass for strength and safety
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* Consult Lotus for specific guidance
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FINEFRAME
65 SERIES

75 SERIES

Glas-Stax Fineframe uniquely combines the style and
ingenuity of the Frameless product with the addition
of ultra slim stiles.

For use with thicker glass and doubleglazed Integrated Glass Units (IGUs) that offer
increased thermal and acoustic performance.

This offers total layout flexibility, the highest levels of weatherresistance and the use of thinner glass for cost and weight saving.

Cleverly, the 75 Series still retains all the unique features of the
single glazed product. See pages 12 – 13 of this brochure for
more details on the thermal performance.

• Ultra slim 31mm stiles
• Minimal tapered design
• Minimal 85mm square rails
• Designed for strength to handle high windloads
• T ypical maximum height is 3000mm for 65 Series
and 2700mm for 75 Series*
• Opening width limited only by available structural support
* Consult Lotus for specific guideance
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OR*

Design by Warren and Mahoney

STACKING
DOOR*

DOOR*

A feature of Glas-Stax is
the design flexibility of the
track layout.
There are many choices designed to
suit different wall types and applications.
The following examples demonstrate
some typical layouts with many other
designs available. The team at Lotus will
be happy to assist you decide the most
effective design which best suits your
application. Please note that the choice
of stacking layout, including the use of
floor sills, will have an impact on weatherresistance performance.

Design by Watershed Design

4 PANELS

4 PANELS

DOOR*

4 PANELS
DOOR*

4 PANELS

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

DOOR*

4 PANELS 4 PANELS 4 PANELS
DOOR*

ENDFOLD

CENTRE STACK

SIDE STACK

REMOTE STACK

PARALLEL STACK

• Single trolley suspension with folding panels
hinged in ‘floating pairs’

• Single trolley suspension with folding panels
hinged in ‘floating pairs’

• Dual trolley suspension with individual
sliding panels

• Dual trolley suspension with individual
sliding panels

• Dual trolley suspension with individual
sliding panels

• Single track keeps overhead support simple

• Single track keeps overhead support simple

• High weight and windload capability

• High weight and windload capability

• High weight and windload capability

• Panels can stack ‘inside’ or ‘outside’

• Panels stack 50% ‘inside’ and 50% ‘outside’

• Panels can stack ‘inside’ or ‘outside’

• Panels can stack ‘inside’ or ‘outside’

• Panels can stack ‘inside’ or ‘outside’

• Panels stack perpendicular to the main track

• Panels stack perpendicular to the main track

• Panels stack perpendicular to the main track

• Panels stack parallel to the main track

• Floor guide is required

• Floor guide strongly recommended

• No floor guide is required

• Panels stack ‘remote’ off the main track for
best use of space

• Supports higher level AS2047 wind and
weather certification

• Supports higher level AS2047 wind and
weather certification

Panels can be parked at either end of the opening. Some restrictions apply.
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DOOR*

• Supports higher level AS2047 wind and
weather certification

• No floor guide is required

• No floor guide is required
• Supports higher level AS2047 wind and
weather certification

* For reasons of ease of use, Lotus recommend the inclusion of doors in all Glas-Stax systems, even when egress is not required through the system.
Doors can be single or double action (double action depicted above) depending on general and weather-resisting requirements.
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WEATHER RESISTANCE
To address weather-resistance issues, Lotus’ design excellence and attention to detail have resulted
in some clever ideas for Glas-Stax. Varying levels of weather resistance can be achieved from basic,
to certified high performance depending on your requirements.
FRAMELESS WEATHER DEFENCE

GLAS-STAX DELIVERS A
QUANTUM LEAP IN WEATHER-RESISTANCE

1. Clear coextrusion bulb seal for effective yet barely
visible glass-to-glass sealing
2. Ingenious endcap design allows the glass seal to
carry to the bottom of the rail
3. Flexible seals run continuous through the endcaps
for the ultimate weather-resistance at the bottom rail

1
4
3
2

4. Glass bead seal to deter water from dripping
into the rail

FINEFRAME WEATHER DEFENCE
1. Interlocking nose cone ensures full vertical sealing
2. Flexible seals run continuous through the stiles for
the ultimate weather-resistance at the bottom rail
3. Glass bead seal to deter water from dripping into the rail

3

1

2

AS2047 CERTIFICATION
AS2047 is the Australian standard for windows and external glazed doors in buildings with respect of testing for
structural and wind / water penetration. Both Frameless and Fineframe have achieved the requirements for this
standard.
Please note, the Frameless system does not require AS2047 certification to be NCC / BCA compliant. Where
relevant, Fineframe achieves compliance via Codemark certification. Please consult Lotus where weather
resisting and code compliance is required.
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Design by Peter Elliott Architecture

THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Lotus is proud to be a member of WERS and have
certified energy ratings for our Glas-Stax Frameless
and Fineframe products.

GLAS-STAX OFFER THERMALLY IMPROVED PRODUCTS
THAT ENHANCE BUILDING ENVELOPE PERFORMANCE
AND HELP SAVE ENERGY

These ratings can be used in building energy efficiency modelling
software* which will help you select the best Lotus system for your
needs.
WERS is the Windows Energy Rating System and is administered by
the Australian Windows Association. WERS is the standard by which the
energy efficiency of all windows is rated, comparing the rated product
(eg: Glas-Stax Frameless or Fineframe) against a ‘standard’ window.
The key measures are U and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC).
U relates to the amount of energy required to heat or cool internal
living spaces to keep them at comfortable levels, given a certain
thermal performance of a window. SHGC measures the amount of
radiant heat energy that is transferred through the glass and frame
of a window system.
Certificates and full technical information on the thermal performance
of Glas-Stax are available on request.
* NatHERS, FirstRate, AccuRate as well as section J of the NCC / BCA
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Design by Warren and Mahoney
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ACCESSORIES
Glas-Stax can be fitted with a range of accessories
that add value and functionalilty to the systems.
DOOR FURNITURE
Glas-Stax can be fitted with a range of door furniture to meet your
needs. From glass or frame mounted pull handles through to panic
bars, emergency egress systems, patch latches and lever / latches.

LOCKS AND SECURITY
Glas-Stax features tamper-proof floor bolts that are either concealed
inside the rail or require rotation of a turnknob that can only be
operated from the inside. No risk of being broken into by inserting a
bent wire between glass panels to hook up the floor bolts.
Glas-Stax keylock and turnknob throws a bolt directly into a close
fitting ferrule which securely locks the panel and does away with
unsightly lock troughs. Optional deadlocking provides the ultimate
in security.

14 | Lotus Glas-Stax

Panic bar

Custom door furniture

Patch latch
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SPECIFICATION GUIDE

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
WALL WEIGHTS
These pages contain selected general information; please consult Lotus for assistance with project specific drawings. Formal acoustic opinions are
available indicating Glas-Stax would achieve a laboratory rating of up to RW 30.

1 HEAD TRACK

4 ENDFOLD LAYOUT

7 FRAMELESS BOTTOM RAIL AND SILL

Use this step-by-step guide to specify your Lotus Glas-STAX System.

FRAMELESS
Glass Thickness Toughened (mm)

10

12

15

19

System Weight/m2 (kgs)

29

34

41

50

Specify a frameless or fineframe system. See pages 4 – 7.

FINEFRAME 65 SERIES

– Frameless
– Fineframe 65 Series
– Fineframe 75 Series

Glass Thickness Toughened (mm)

6

System Weight/m2 (kgs)

24

Glass Thickness Laminated (mm)

6.38

System Weight/m2 (kgs)

24

STEP 2: STACKING

Glass Thickness Toughened (mm)

10*

12*

15**

19**

System Weight/m (kgs)

40

45

52

62

Glass Thickness Laminated (mm)

8.38*

10.38*

12.38*

–

System Weight/m2 (kgs)

35

40

45

–

Glass Thickness IGU (mm)

6/12/6

System Weight/m (kgs)

45

2

5 CENTRE STACK LAYOUT

8 FINEFRAME 65 SERIES STILES

10-19mm toughened glass
6.38mm lam / 6mm toughened glass
IGU double glazed unit up to 24mm overall

Glass to meet structural and thermal performance requirements and the BCA.

FINEFRAME 75 SERIES

2 HEAD TRACK AND RAIL

STEP 1: PANELS AND GLASS

2

Specify how the panels should stack. See pages 8 – 9.
–
–
–
–
–

Endfold
Centre Stack
Side Stack
Remote Stack
Parallel Stack

* Special Application ** Consult Lotus directly

STEP 3: CLOSURE

PANEL THICKNESS
Frameless
(10 – 15mm
glass)

Frameless
(19mm glass)

Fineframe
65 Series

Fineframe
75 Series

Panel thickness (mm)

–

–

65

75

Rail thickness (mm)

40

50

40

50

TOUGHENED GLASS
Glass thickness (mm)

6

•

Fineframe 75 Series
3 SIDE STACK LAYOUT

6 FINEFRAME JAMBS

9 FINEFRAME 75 SERIES STILES

– Pivot door (single and double action)
– Hinged door (single action)
– No Closure (not recommended)

STEP 4: WEATHER RESISTANCE

Frameless
Fineframe 65 Series

Specify a type of closure.

10

12

15

19

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Specify the level of weather resistance required. See pages 10 – 11.
– Standard
– Improved
– AS2047 1999 / Codemark tested and NCC / BCA compliant

• Special Application

LAMINATED GLASS
Glass thickness (mm)
Fineframe 65 Series

6.38

•

Fineframe 75 Series

8.38

10.38

12.38

•

•

•

• Special Application

INTEGRATED GLASS UNITS (IGU)
Glass thickness (mm)

6/12/6

Fineframe 75 Series#

•

Any combination of up to 24mm overall can be accommodated. There are several IGU
combinations available to suit specific structural and energy performance requirements.
Please consult Lotus for recommendations.
#

Design by Aquatonic Architecture
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STEP 5: THERMAL EFFICIENCY
Specify the thermal efficiency of the system. See pages 12 – 13.
–
–
–
–

U-Value
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient
Visible Transmittance
Air Infiltration

